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RE-READING 4QPESHER ISAIAH A (4Q161) FORTY YEARS AFTER DJD V Alex P. Jassen University of Minnesota Introduction Pesher Isaiah A (4Q161) is the most often cited of the pesharim on Isaiah.1 It has gained this prominence in scholarly literature based on the appearance of the messianic interpretation of Isa 11:1–5 in the final lines of the extant text.2 The ubiquity of references to the pesher, 1 Six pesharim on Isaiah are extant, one from Cave 3 (3Q4) and five from Cave 4 (4Q161–65). The Cave 4 manuscripts were identified by Allegro with the sigla 4QpIsaa–e. In current practice, the use of a superscript lowercase letter indicates that the editor considers this manuscript to be one of several copies of a single text from antiquity. Several indicators suggest that the pesharim on Isaiah likely do not represent a single composition, though it is not clear how many distinct pesharim are represented by the six manuscripts. No textual overlap exists among the six manuscripts. Indeed, the opposite feature is present. 4Q161 and 4Q163 6–7 II, 11–22 each contain distinct pesher interpretations of Isa 10:22–24, which would suggest the existence of at least two distinct compositions. Several formal characteristics also distinguish the manuscripts. While most of the pesharim interpret the text of Isaiah continuously, 4Q163 moves freely throughout the book of Isaiah, while also utilizing lemmata from other scriptural books. These distinctions were already noted in Cecil Roth, “The Subject Matter of Qumran Exegesis,” VT 19 (1960): 56. See more recent discussion in George J. Brooke, “Isaiah in the Pesharim and Other Qumran Texts,” in Writing and Reading the Scroll of Isaiah: Studies of an Interpretive Tradition (ed. Craig C. Boyles and Craig A. Evans; VTSup 70; 2 vols.; Leiden: Brill, 1997), 2:618–9. Based on these formal and literary features, the editors of the Isaiah pesharim in the revised DJD V (Moshe J. Bernstein and myself ) have recommended modifying the sigla to 4QpIsa A–E. 2 For analysis of the manuscript in the context of its messianic allusions, see, for example: John M. Allegro, “Further Messianic References in Qumran Literature,” JBL 75 (1956): 177–82 (esp. 181–2); Adam S. van der Woude, Die messianischen Vorstellungen der Gemeinde von Qumran (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1957), 75–82; Jacob Liver, “The Doctrine of Two Messiahs in Sectarian Literature in the Time of the Second Commonwealth,” HTR 52 (1959): 158, 160–1; Hebrew reprint in Studies in the Bible and Judean Desert Scrolls (Jerusalem: Bialik, 1971), 155–85; Lawrence H. Schiffman, “Messianic Figures and Ideas in the Qumran Scrollls,” in The Messiah: Developments in Earliest Judaism and Christianity (ed. James H. Charlesworth; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992), 124; James C. VanderKam, “Messianism in the Scrolls,” in The Community of the Renewed Covenant: The Notre Dame Symposium on the Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. Eugene Ulrich and James C. VanderKam; Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1994), 216, 219, 231–2; Florentino García Martínez, “Messianic Hopes,” in idem
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however, should not lead us to think that this text has been fully studied. Indeed, if we subtract the treatments of the messianic interpretation of Isa 11:1–5, the rest of the pesher has received less attention than it deserves. The purpose of this article is to present some insights that have emerged from my study of this text in preparing the revised DJD V edition. 4Q161 is represented by 10 fragments, which preserve the existence of three columns.3 Paleographical analysis of the manuscript identifies the text as a rustic semi-formal hand, suggesting a date for the copying of the manuscript between 30 bce–30 ce.4 The extant fragments contain scriptural citations and interpretations for Isa 10:22 and 10:24–11:5, though it is almost certain that additional scriptural verses were interpreted.5 The primary focus of the pesher is the



and Julio Trebolle Barrera, The People of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Their Writings, Beliefs, and Practices (Leiden: Brill, 1995), 164–5; Kenneth E. Pomykala, The Davidic Dynasty Tradition in Early Judaism: Its History and Significance for Messianism (SBLEJL 7; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995), 197–203; John J. Collins, The Scepter and the Star: Jewish Messianism in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls (ABRL; New York: Doubleday, 1995), 57–8; Martin G. Abegg Jr., “The Messiah at Qumran: Are We Still Seeing Double?” DSD 2 (1995): 136; Richard J. Bauckham, “The Messianic Interpretation of Isaiah 10:34 in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 2 Baruch and the Preaching of John the Baptist,” DSD 2 (1995): 202–16; Johannes Zimmermann, Messianische Texte aus Qumran: Königliche, priesterliche und prophetische Messiasvorstellungen in den Schriftfunden von Qumran (WUNT 2/104. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1998), 59–71; Gerbern S. Oegema, The Anointed and His People: Messianic Expectations from the Maccabees to Bar Kokhba (JSPSup 27; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 90; Kenneth Atkinson, “On the Herodian Origin of Militant Davidic Messianism at Qumran: New Light from Psalm of Solomon 17,” JBL 118 (1999): 447–9; Moshe J. Bernstein, “Pesher Isaiah,” EDSS, 2:652; Geza G. Xeravits, King, Priest, Prophet: Positive Eschatological Protagonists in the Qumran Library (STDJ 47; Leiden: Brill, 2003), 51–5; Serge Ruzer, “Who is Unhappy with the Davidic Messiah? Notes on Biblical Exegesis in 4Q161, 4Q174, and the Book of Acts,” CNS 24/2 (2003): 232–4; Casey D. Elledge, “The Prince of the Congregation: Qumran ‘Messianism’ in the Context of Milḥ âmâ,” in Qumran Studies: New Approaches, New Questions (ed. Michael T. Davis and Brent A. Strawn; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007), 189–91; Joseph Blenkinsopp, Opening the Sealed Book: Interpretations of the Book of Isaiah in Late Antiquity (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2006), 114–21; Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The One Who is to Come (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007), 99. 3 Frags. 1, 6, and 10 all preserve evidence of a bottom margin, thus ensuring the existence of at least three columns. Allegro does not discuss the bottom margins and thus the editio princeps lacks column numbering. See further, Horgan, Pesharim, 71; Zimmermann, Messianische Texte, 65–6. 4 See Strugnell, “Notes en marge,” 183; Horgan, Pesharim, 71; Brooke, “Isaiah in the Pesharim,” 620. 5 Below, I argue that Isa 10:20–23 likely serves as the initial lemma in frags. 2–6 (the extant citation of Isa 10:22 therefore representing a re-citation). Allegro, Qumrân Cave 4.I, 11 understands frag. 1 as a citation of Isa 10:21 with pesher interpretation of vv. 20–21. Due to the highly fragmentary nature of frag. 1, Allegro’s suggestion
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eschatological war that will be waged against the Kittim under the leadership of the messianic Prince of the Congregation. The expectation of this war and its specific elements are exegetically woven into several central themes from Isaiah. As in other pesher texts, the scriptural passages from Isaiah are recast as alluding to the unfolding events of the “end of days.” The reference to the “remnant” of Israel from Isa 10:22 is identified as an allusion to the sectarian community that survives while the rest of Israel is destroyed in the end-time;6 the march of the Assyrian enemy toward Jerusalem from Isa 10:28–32 prefigures the arrival of the Kittim;7 the encounter with the Assyrians in Isa 10:33–34 provides the details for the eschatological battle against the Kittim; the Davidic figure in Isa 11:1–5 is understood as the messianic descendent of David who leads the campaign against the eschatological enemies. The preliminary edition of 4Q161 was published by John Allegro in 1956, followed by the DJD V editio princeps in 1968.8 Since its initial publication, the text has received extensive analysis, including John Strugnell’s review of DJD V, substantial commentaries by Adam S. van der Woude, Jean Carmignac, Joseph D. Amoussine, and Maurya Horgan, and many other analyses in articles and monographs.9 The has found few adherents (cf. Pomykala, Davidic Dynasty, 198; Blenkinsopp, Opening, 114–6). See further discussion in Horgan, Pesharim, 72. Frags. 8–10 break off in the midst of an interpretation of Isa 11:1–5 and it is therefore unclear how much additional scriptural material was interpreted in this text. 6 The remnant theme in 4Q161 and its relationship to the larger Dead Sea Scrolls corpus is treated in Joel Willitts, “The Remnant of Israel in 4QpIsaiaha (4Q161) and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” JJS 57 (2006): 11–25. 7 It is not clear which exact campaign is referred to in Isaiah, though an Assyrian advance is almost certain based on the surrounding context (e.g., the mention of Assyria in v. 24). The singular verbs in vv. 28–32 are generally understood as referring to the king of Assyria, either Sennacherib or Sargon II (see further discussion in Marvin Sweeney, “Sargon’s Threat against Jerusalem in Isaiah 10,27–32,” Bib 75 [1994]: 459–69). From the perspective of the later interpretation in the pesher, the precise identity of the aggressor is not important. 8 Allegro, “Further Messianic References,” 177–82 + pls. II–III; idem, Qumrân Cave 4.I, 11–15 + pls. IV–V. 9 Van der Woude, Messianischen Vorstellungen, 175–82; Jean Carmignac, “Notes sur les Peshârîm,” RevQ 3/12 (1961–1962): 511–5; idem, Les Textes de Qumrân traduits et annotés, vol. 2 (Paris: Letouzey et Ané, 1963), 68–72; Strugnell, “Notes en marge,” 183–7 + pl. I. Joseph D. Amoussine, “A propos de l’interprétation de 4Q161 (fragments 5–6, 8),” RevQ 8/31 (1972–1975): 381–92; idem (Amusin) “The Reflection of Historical Events of the First Century bc in Qumran Commentaries,” HUCA 48 (1977): 123–34; Horgan, Pesharim, 70–87; eadem, “Pesharim,” 83–97. Less detailed commentaries can be found in Xeravits, King, Priest, Prophet, 51–5; Zimmermann, Messianische Texte, 59–71. With the exception of Horgan, none of these commentaries covers the entire preserved text of 4Q161. Isolated textual comments can be found
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preparation of a new editio princeps for 4Q161 therefore involves rereading the text in light of both 50 years of scholarship as well as our much fuller understanding of the Dead Sea Scrolls corpus, early Jewish biblical interpretation, and the development of eschatology in Second Temple Judaism. To be sure, the wealth of earlier scholarship on this text has more easily facilitated this process. Thus, for example, while scholars debate many specific readings, we have a relatively good sense of how to read the manuscript itself. Yet, the bulk of these analyses were conducted before the full availability of the scrolls corpus in the 1990s and the renewed attention to the forms and techniques of biblical interpretation in the scrolls that followed. Moreover, scholarship on 4Q161 has tended to examine specific issues within the text (e.g., reconstruction of specific words or clauses, messianism, historical allusions), often to the detriment of analysis of the text as a whole. In my reading of this text and its scholarly literature, I have found several areas that are in need of a much fuller discussion: (1) There is a significant debate between Allegro and Horgan—and now also Moshe Bernstein—on how to arrange and understand the fragmentary remains—in particular, column length, reconstruction of lemmata, evidence for lemma re-citation, and the use of citation and re-citation formulas. These issues are at the heart of the exegetical technique of the pesher and its relationship to other pesharim.10 (2) As has been the case with many of the less prominent pesharim, the text as reconstructed and understood by Strugnell or Horgan seems to have become canonical, with little interest in revisiting long-held understandings of the text or even passages that were thought to be impossible to reconstruct with any degree of certainty. (3) Perhaps the largest lacuna in the scholarship on 4Q161 is the lack of attention to its exegetical techin Yigael Yadin, “Some Notes on the Commentaries on Genesis xlix and Isaiah from Qumran Cave 4,” IEJ 7 (1957): 67–8; idem, “Recent Developments in Dead Sea Scrolls Research,” in Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls: Lectures Delivered at the Third Annual Conference (1957) in Memory of E. L. Sukenik (ed. Jacob Liver; Jerusalem: Kiryat Sepher, 1957), 49–52 [Hebrew]; Joseph A. Fitzmyer, “Review of Allegro, Qumrân Cave 4.I,” CBQ 31 (1969): 237. See also Timothy H. Lim, Pesharim (Companion to the Qumran Scrolls 3; London: Sheffield Academic Press, 2002), 28. As noted above (n. 2), most non-commentary analyses of 4Q161 focus on its messianic content, thus often generally disregarding the remainder of the text. 10 See Horgan, Pesharim, 71–3; Moshe J. Bernstein, “Introductory Formulas for Citation and Re-citation of Biblical Verses in the Qumran Pesharim: Observations on a Pesher Technique,” DSD 1 (1994): 36–9. As observed by Bernstein, questions surrounding these formal characteristics are critical to determining how many distinct pesharim on Isaiah are represented in the six extant manuscripts (see above, n. 1).
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nique, which is only episodically treated and rarely in a sophisticated way.11 (4) The messianic references and allusions to the eschatological war against the Kittim are commonly discussed.12 Yet, the scholarship has not fully located these features more broadly within the Qumran corpus, particularly in light of our newly available texts—such as Sefer ha-Milḥ amah (4Q285=11Q14)—and our better understanding of the Qumran war texts.13 This article is intended as a snapshot of my larger understanding of the text and its relationship to other literature in the scrolls corpus and early Jewish exegetical and eschatological literature. I begin by working through some of my observations on the first six lines of frags. 2–6. My discussion highlights 1) my attempts to provide a better reading of the text at places; 2) elements of exegetical technique in 4Q161; and 3) issues raised by Horgan and Bernstein on the reconstruction of the lemmata. I then turn to two specific examples where the text of 4Q161 can inform other texts in the Qumran corpus and be informed by them—both examples focus on exegetical technique and the relationship between 4Q161 and the war texts. Formal Structure, Citation and Pesher Formulae, and Exegetical Technique The joining of frags. 2–6 is aided by the preservation of fragmentary lemmata from Isa 10:22, 24–32.14 The nature of the lemma citations throughout these fragments, however, is neither consistent nor entirely 11 Aspects of the exegetical technique of the pesher are treated in Judah M. Rosenthal, “Biblical Exegesis of 4QpIs,” JQR 60 (1969–1970): 27–30; Bauckham, “Messianic Interpretation,” 204–6; Willitts, “Remnant,” 11–25; Blenkinsopp, Opening, 114–21. 12 See bibliography above, n. 2. 13 Another area that is lacking in the editio princeps is treatment of textual variants in the lemmata within the larger context of the text of Isaiah in antiquity. This issue is now addressed fully in George J. Brooke, “The Qumran Pesharim and the Text of Isaiah in the Cave 4 Manuscripts,” in Biblical Hebrew, Biblical Texts: Essays in Memory of Michael P. Weitzman (ed. A. Rapoport-Albert and G. Greenberg; JSOTSup 333; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2001), 304–20. 14 Allegro treats frags. 2–4 and 5–6 separately, while Horgan arranges them together as representative of column 2 (see Horgan, Pesharim, 71–3). Allegro and Horgan also differ in the line numbering for 4Q161. Allegro merely begins the line numbering with the extant text, while Horgan reconstructs column lengths of 29 lines and thus renumbers each line accordingly (ibid., 72–3). Below I argue that Horgan’s reconstruction of the opening lines of frags. 2–6 is incorrect and thus her line numbering system should be abandoned at least for this specific portion of the text. For convenience, I refer to
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clear. Isa 10:28–32 is relatively well preserved, and is followed by a four line pesher.15 Isa 10:24–27 is poorly preserved, and is followed by at least three lines of pesher.16 The situation for the initial lemma and pesher is less clear. Frags. 2–6 begin with one and a half lines of indiscernible text followed by what is generally reconstructed as וא[שר אמר, then a citation of Isa 10:22 followed by a fragmentary two line pesher. ואשר אמר, as observed by Horgan, functions in Pesher Habakkuk as a re-citation formula to introduce a pesher on a lemma that has already been cited.17 She therefore surmises that the beginning of the column cited Isa 10:22–23 in full—what she reconstructs as lines 1–3 followed by a line vacat.18 Thus, Horgan reconstructs frags. 2–6 as follows (lemma of v. 22 marked with single-underlining): [  ]     כיא אם היה עמכה ישראל כחול הים שאר1 [  ]ישוב בו כליון חרוץ ושוטף צדקה כיא כלה ונחרצה אדוני2 [ vac   ]יהוה צבאות עושה בקרב כול הארץ3



[   



vacat 



]  4



[  ] [כי֯ א] [בי בני ֯      ]  5 [וא[שר אמר אם הי֯ ]ה עמכה ֯ ] ֯  ]       [ עמׁו6 [  ]ישראל כחול הים שאר ישוב בו[ כ]ליון חר[וץ ושוטף צד]קה7 [] [גה ורבים יוב]דו ֯ ° [לות בי     ]  8 [ ]°   ]   ולוא ימ[לטו למט] ה[ארץ באמת9 19 ... ]   [ לכן10



the text of 4Q161 throughout with both sets of column and line numbers (though I adopt Horgan’s alignment of frags. 8–10 as col. III for Allegro as well). 15 Following Allegro, the lemma and pesher are found in 5–6 4–13. Following Horgan, 2–6 II, 21–29. 16 The lemma is preserved in A 2–4 6–10=H 2–6 II, 10–16, though it is extant only on frags. 2–4. The pesher on this lemma appears in frag. 5. Three lines of pesher are extant, though the first line contains three indistinguishable letters (see Horgan, Pesharim, 78). It is not clear how close together these fragment pieces should be aligned and thus how much pesher material was originally found for this lemma. It is likely for this reason that Allegro treats frags. 5–6 as a separate unit (see n. 14). Horgan suggests the existence of a line vacat between the lemma and pesher (her l. 16), consistent with the appearance of line vacats elsewhere in the text (see below, n. 17). Because she argues more generally for 29 line columns in this text, she does not suggest the existence of further pesher content here. 17 On this formula, see Horgan, Pesharim, 243; Bernstein, “Introductory Formulas,” passim. 18 Line vacats appear in 4Q161 in several places, following either the lemma or pesher: H 2–6 II, 20 (though not numbered by Allegro, this appears following 5–6 3); 8–10 III, A 10=H 14. A third line vacat seems to be present in 8–10 III, H 21, though it is not marked by Allegro. See further Horgan, Pesharim, 72. 19 Following a brief vacat,  לכןrepresents the beginning of the next lemma (Isa 10:24–27).
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The reconstruction of the column length and the role of the lemmata in the text is a much larger and separate issue, but I offer here some general observations as they help us understand the particular issue in this column. In particular, I draw attention to Moshe Bernstein’s criticism of Horgan here.20 As he observes, prior to the citation formula, the word  עמוis preserved on Horgan’s l. 6 (marked with doubleunderlining).21 This word can be deciphered either as “with him” or “his people.” Though we must bear in mind the fragmentary nature of the manuscript, it is likely that this word is an exegetical link to עמכה  ישראלin Isa 10:22 and thus should be read as “his nation.”22 Yet, as noted by Bernstein, lemmata which have already been interpreted are generally not re-cited a second time in the pesharim. The second issue raised by Bernstein is the presence of הארץ in Horgan’s l. 9 (marked with double-underlining), also presumably an exegetical link to a lemma, but in this case, Isa 10:23 ()כי כלה ונחרצה אדני יהוה צבאות עשה בקרב כל־הארץ. If this understanding is correct, then the pesher has moved from a re-citation and pesher of v. 22 to a pesher on v. 23, without a new (re-)citation of v. 23. Ultimately, however, Bernstein leaves the issue unresolved.23 The solution to this issue can be found in the pesher on Isa 11:1–5 in frags. 8–10, which contains the only clear example of a re-citation in this text—that is the re-citation of Isa 11:3b also introduced with ( ואשר אמרA ll. 21–22=H ll. 26–27):24



20



Bernstein, “Introductory Formulas,” 36–9. Bernstein, “Introductory Formulas,” 38. The upper portion of frag. 2 that contains this word is not found in Allegro’s editio princeps, but was added later by Strugnell (see “Notes en marge,” 184 + pl. I). 22 Bernstein, “Introductory Formulas,” 38. Willitts, “Remnant,” 14, restores the text as רשעי[ עמו, based on the similar formula in 1QpHab V, 3. Though this is possible based on the context of both passages,  עמוis a very common locution in the scrolls. The fragmentary nature of this line precludes making any definitive reconstruction here. 23 This inconsistency was previously observed by Strugnell. He therefore restores the citation formula as “( כאש[ר אמרNotes en marge,” 184). He identifies this citation formula as equivalent to כיא הוא אשר אמר, which appears when the lemma is cited after its pesher interpretation (see Horgan, Pesharim, 243). Thus, the pesher that follows the citation would not be related to v. 22. Rather,  עמוis part of the pesher on v. 22, which is then cited post-pesher. This solution, however, does not resolve the problem of  ארץin l. 5, since v. 23 is still absent (see further Bernstein, “Introductory Formulas,” 39). 24 The text presented here follows Horgan, though there are only two places where her reconstruction differs from Allegro’s (see following notes). 21
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alex p. jassen [  באח]רית הימים ̇  העומד25 ]      צמח[ דויד17=22 [ ] 26ג[בורה ̇  ]       או[יבו ואל יסומכנו ̇ב]רוח18=23 27 [ריק ̇מוֹ]ת ̇  ]       כ[סא כבוד נזר ק]ודש [ובגדי19=24  ]       [ בידו ובכול הג]ואי[ם ימשול ומגוג20=25 ]      כו[ל העמים תשפוט חרבו ואשר אמר לוא ֯  21=26  ]למראה עיניו ישפוט [ולוא למשמע אוזניו יוכיח פשרו אשר22=27  ]       [וכאשר יורוהו כן ישפוט ועל פיהם23=28 ̇ ]       [עמו יצא אחד מכוהני השם ובידו בגדי24=29



4Q161 8–10 III, A 11–16=H 15–20 cites Isa 11:1–5 in full, followed by a nearly five line pesher, prior to the recitation of 11:3b—marked here by single-underlining. What has not been noticed, however, is that the re-citation and associated pesher should be understood as a digression from the general pesher on Isa 11:1–5. Namely, the re-citation interrupts the general pesher in order to express the view that the victorious Davidic messiah must now take orders from the priests, an idea illustrated well by the re-cited lemma.28 But, if we look at the extant pesher on the next and final line (A l. 24=H l. 29), the subject matter has clearly shifted. The priests are still in the picture, but the pesher has turned its attention to a matter of clothing—as marked by the double-underlining. I will have more to say about the clothing below, but for now it suffices to say that the clothing in A l. 24=H l. 29 is exegetically related to Isa 11:5, which describes how the Davidic figure will be girded in righteousness and faithfulness ()והיה צדק אזור מתניו והאמונה אזור חלציו. This same verse seems to be the exegetical link for the description of the messiah’s clothing in A l. 19=H l. 24—also marked by double-underlining.



25 The lacuna is generally restored as צמח[ דויד, “Branch of David” (Allegro, Qumran Cave 4.I, 14; Horgan, Pesharim, 85). This specific title is likely exegetically linked to the plant imagery in Isa 11:1 ( נצר,)חטר. Its restoration here is certain based on the other uses in the scrolls: 4Q174 1 I, 11 (also with  ;)העומד4Q252 1 I, 3–4 (עד  ;)בוא משיח הצדק צמח דוידand most importantly 4Q285 7 3, 4, which interprets Isa 11:1 as an allusion to the ( צמח דוידwho is also identified with the Prince of the Congregation; see below). See further, Pomykala, Davidic Dynasty, 201 and more generally on the title, Xeravits, King, Priest, Prophet, 154–9. 26 The reconstruction ( ב]רוח ג[בורהA 18=H 23) is proposed by Strugnell based on an earlier suggestion of Patrick Skehan (“Notes en marge,” 184; Horgan, Pesharim, 85). Allegro restores the equally plausible: ב] ה[תורה. 27 Horgan deciphers the final word as [ריקמו]ת, rather than [רוקמו]ת, as found in Allegro and Strugnell. Carmignac, “Notes,” 512, restores רוקמה. On the meaning of this phrase, see below, n. 117. 28 See Blenkinsopp, Opening, 120–1.
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The end result of all of this is that the re-citation of v. 3b and its pesher unit seem to be a brief digression from the more general pesher unit on vv. 1–5—to make the very specific point of subordinating the authority of the messiah to the priests. The introduction of the priests as expressed through the pesher on v. 3b marks a transition point in the larger pesher unit, since it now turns its attention more directly to the priests. The garments are a focal point of the entire pesher unit, though they are only explicitly identified with the priests after the re-citation of v. 3b.29 However, what is important is that the pesher has moved out of the exegesis of v. 3b and seemingly back into the larger pesher on vv. 1–5, more specifically as an exegetical comment on the clothing imagery of v. 5. Unfortunately, our text runs out right where we could find more concrete evidence for the formal characteristics of this pesher. The continuation of the text may have included more re-citations or merely continued the general pesher on vv. 1–5 and then moved right to a new lemma. This understanding of the re-citation can work equally well in the opening of frags. 2–6 and thus resolve the two issues raised by Bernstein. If the citation of Isa 10:22 is understood as a digressive re-citation, then the presence of  עמוin l. 2 (=H l. 6) would be explained as due to the fact that it is part of a larger general pesher on the lemma. Similarly, the presence of  ארץin l. 5 (=H l. 9) indicates that the digressive re-citation has ended and the pesher has returned to a more general pesher on the lemma. The brief nature of the digressive pesher would correspond with the length of the pesher on the re-cited Isa 11:3b in frags. 8–10. This suggestion also resolves another difficulty with Horgan’s understanding that was not raised by Bernstein. Horgan restores Isa 10:22–23 as the lemma in ll. 1–3 and then a general pesher of only one and a half lines before the re-citation of 10:22. This model is inconsistent with her observation that the lemmata and pesher units in 4Q161 are relatively long.30 The one unequivocal example of a lemma + pesher + re-citation in frags. 8–10 has a lemma of five verses followed by a pesher of nearly five lines prior to the re-citation. Indeed, the other extant lemmata in the text are long, either four (10:24–27) or five verses (10:28–32).31 Thus, we might suggest starting the lemma in



29 See below pp. 83–90 for further discussion of the garments and their relationship to the priests. 30 See Horgan, Pesharim, 72. This feature is similarly noted in Lim, Pesharim, 28. 31 To be sure, 8–10 III, A 1–9=H 5–13 preserves lemmata for only 10:33–34, though the formal characteristics of the lemma and pesher units are not entirely clear.
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the opening lines of frags. 2–6 at Isa 10:20, which likewise represents the beginning of the literary unit regarding the “remnant” in Isaiah. Based on purely formal considerations, it is plausible that the first five and a half lines of frags. 2–6 contain a general pesher on at least Isa 10:22–23—but possibly also vv. 20–21—as well as a re-citation and digressive pesher on Isa 10:22. Based on the comparative data of frags. 8–10 and lemma re-citations in Pesher Habakkuk, we should expect at least a few additional lines of a general pesher prior to the re-citation of v. 22. Thus, I find it best to reject Horgan’s tidy reconstruction of Isa 10:22–23 as the purported ll. 1–3. Ultimately, we can only guess as to the length of the initial pesher and thus it is impossible to know where to locate the lemma. Accordingly, I suggest returning to Allegro’s original line numbering, whereby Horgan’s l. 5 is once again identified as l. 1 of frags. 2–6. Reconstructing the Text and Exegetical Technique of 4Q161 A 2–4 4–5=H 2–6 II 8–932 ] [גֺה ורבים יוב]דו°[לות בי [ ]° ימ[לטו למט] [ארץ באמת



] 4 ] 5



Let me now add some sense of the exegetical technique in the first pesher unit that bolsters my understanding of its formal characteristics and builds upon some newly suggested reconstructions. I begin with the lacunae in l. 4, for which Allegro, Strugnell, and Horgan have no suggestions. If we assume that ll. 2–3 are a re-citation of Isa 10:22, then at least l. 4 would contain a pesher interpretation of the passage.33 The lemma and the extant text at the end of l. 4 ( )ורבים יוב]דוsuggest



32 The preserved portions of ll. 4–5 are presented here based on the readings found in Allegro, Strugnell, and Horgan (see especially Horgan, “Pesharim,” 86). The reconstructions at the end of l. 4 and the beginning of l. 5 are generally agreed upon, though I note other possibilities in the course of the discussion below (as well as for the other lacunae). 33 As noted by Horgan, Pesharim, 74, a pesher introduction formula should likely be restored at the beginning of the line. She suggests פשרו. Another common formula  פשרו אשרappears following the re-citation of Isa 11:3b in 8–10 III, A 22=H 27 and may have appeared here if 4Q161 is consistent in its citation formulae. The longer form, however, leaves less room for reconstruction in the lacuna (though it is possible that the first word should be restored at the end of l. 3). Florentino García Martínez and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, DSSSE 1.314, suggest פשרו על.
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that this pesher refers to the destruction of the wider segment of Israel.34 Florentino García Martínez and Eibert J.C. Tigchelaar suggest reconstructing the first word as לכ[לות, “to destroy,” the pi‘el infinitive construct from the root כלה.35 I agree that the reconstruction  כ[לותis very likely—with either the qal meaning of “end, perish,” or more likely the pi‘el “destroy, destruction”—but the lack of context recommends against reconstructing the prefix ל. In addition to working with the preserved letters, this reconstruction adds a direct exegetical link to the word  כליוןin the lemma (Isa 10:22) and corresponds with the scriptural imagery of destruction. It is possible to make a tentative suggestion regarding the preceding prefix/word. While the prepositions  ב,ל, or  בare common before  כלותin all its various meanings, the preposition “( עדuntil”) is commonly found in biblical literature and the Dead Sea Scrolls before  כלותwhen it refers to impending violent destruction.36 The use of  עד+  כלותin Jer 44:27 is particularly helpful in providing a larger literary and exegetical context. In this verse, the Judean exiles in Egypt will be destroyed by the sword and famine (ותמו כל־איש )יהודה אשר בארץ־מצרים בחרב וברעב עד־כלותם.37 These agents of destruction (along with “plague”) appear at several places in the pesharim in reference to the expected destruction (√ )אבדof the “many” ()רבים, the precise phrase found at the end of l. 4.38 In all likelihood one or more of these agents of destruction should therefore be restored in the lacuna at the end of l. 4. Moreover, Jer 44:27–28 employs imagery similar to the “remnant” theme in Isa 10:20–23. Jeremiah 44 contains a scathing critique of the wayward actions of the Judean exiles, such that they are initially informed that no remnant ( )שאריתshall survive from among them (vv. 7, 12–14), a prediction that is reinforced in v. 27. The very next verse, however, affirms that a small remnant of “survivors of the 34 Strugnell, “Notes en marge,” 184, notes that the final word on l. 4 could be restored ]יומ. The combination of √ אבדand  רביםin several other Qumran texts (see below, n. 38), however, recommends against this reading. 35 García Martínez and Tigchelaar, DSSSE 1., 314. 36 See 1 Sam 15:18; 2 Sam 22:38; Jer 9:15; 44:27; 49:37; Ezek 4:8; Ps 18:38; 2 Chr 18:10. With one exception (Jer 44:27), all forms are pi‘el; 1QS IV, 13–14; 1QM III, 9; VIII, 1; XI, 10–11. To be sure, these examples all contain possessive suffixes (except 1QM XI, 10–11). 37 See also Jer 49:37, where the agent of destruction is the sword. 38 1QpHab VI, 10; 4Q171 1–10 I, 26; 1–10 II, 1; 1–10 III, 2–4; cf. 1QpHab II, 13 as restored by Horgan, Pesharim, 26. This constellation of disasters seems to draw upon Jer 32:24; 44:13.
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sword” will indeed return to Judah (פליטי חרב ישבון מן־ארץ מצרים )ארץ יהודה.39 Like Jeremiah 44, the pesharim that employ these three agents of destruction apply them to the annihilation of wider segments of the Jewish population. 4Q161 2–6 II, 4 (H 8)—following the biblical lemma from Isa 10:22—employs similar imagery as found in Jeremiah and the other pesharim in order to identify the end-time as a period in which the general population of Israel, in particular the community’s immediate opponents, would be destroyed through a variety of means. The next word on l. 4 preserves an initial bet and yod prior to a short lacuna.40 The bet has a range of possible meanings, but I am suggesting that it should be understood as a bet of time or place.41 In particular, I call attention to 1QHa VII, 30 (XV, 17), which refers to a “day of slaughter” ( )יום הרגהthat will befall the wicked (ורשעים )בראתה ל]קץ ח[רונכה ומרחם הקדשתם ליום הרגה, which I suggest restoring in the second lacuna.42 This language draws from Jer 12:3, in which the wicked are imagined as slaughtered on this day like sheep (ואתה יהוה ידעתני תראני ובחנת לבי אתך התקם כצאן לטבחה והק־ )דשם ליום הרגה.43 The pesher may have in view the same anticipated day of slaughter, during which, as in Isaiah, the wider population of wicked Israel will be destroyed. The restoration of  יוםhere adds another 39 Contrary to commentators who argue that v. 28a is a gloss, since v. 27 asserts that all the Judeans exiles were killed (see William McKane, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Jeremiah [2 vols.; London: T. & T. Clark, 1996], 2.1081). The point of v. 28a is there will indeed be a small remnant that will survive the devastation articulated in v. 27 (see R. David Kimḥi ad. loc.). It is possible that the “remnant ( )שאריתof Judah” in v. 28b similarly refers to the exiles who return to Judah. While mt identifies them as the remnant “who came to live in Egypt” (and thus presumably the annihilated exiles in Egypt from v. 27), this phrase is lacking in the lxx. 40 A slight trace of the bottom right portion of the third letter is visible, but not enough to identify the letter. Strugnell, “Notes en marge,” 184, suggests restoring an ’aleph here, but this is unlikely (see Horgan, Pesharim, 78). 41 For the bet of time or place following the infinitive construct ( כלותpi‘el), see David J.A. Clines, ed., Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, Volume IV (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 417b. See especially the use with  יוםin Gen 2:2; Num 7:1; Neh 3:34; 2 Chr 29:17 (though these are all with the meaning “to complete”). 42 This restoration can similarly be found in García Martínez and Tigchelaar, DSSSE 1.314. Another plausible restoration is the prepositional agent ביד, with the lacuna containing a more specific reference to the human agents of destruction (cf. 1QpHab V, 3). 43 See the similar expression  ביום הרג רבin Isa 30:25.  התקם כצאן לטבחהis lacking in the lxx (it is present in 4QJera), though this is likely a scribal error resulting from homeoarchton (Jack Lundbom, Jeremiah 1–20 [AB 21A; New York: Doubleday, 1999], 645).
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exegetical link with the biblical lemma. Isa 10:20, which was likely cited at some point prior to the extant pesher, locates the entire scene as “on that day” ()ביום ההוא, which the pesher thereby understands as the “day of slaughter” ()ביום הרגה.44  יוםwould also serve as the link to Jer 12:3. It is also possible that the reference to  כליותיהםin Jer 12:2  קרוב( )אתה בפיהם ורחוק מכליותיהםcorresponds with כליון in Isaiah and thus also to the proposed  כ[לותin the pesher. The emphasis on the destruction of the wicked among Israel continues in the end of the line with the description of the annihilation of the “many,” which as noted, is employed in the pesharim to refer to the destruction of other Jews. The other element in the lemma, as continued from the preceding verses, is the assertion that a remnant shall rise up from among the devastation to continue as Israel. This imagery works well with the community’s own self-understanding as the true Israel. In l. 5, I suggest following Horgan’s reconstruction ( ימלטוniph‘al).45 My larger understanding of this line, however, suggests that the subject has switched from the bad guys to the community and therefore I reject her reconstruction of  ולואin the lacuna.46 The suggestion to follow Horgan’s restoration is guided by the use of  מלטin the Damascus Document to refer to the division between the wicked destined for destruction and righteous who “escape” (CD VII, 14; VII, 21–VIII, 1; XIX, 9–10).47 CD XIX, 9–10 identifies those that survive in the time



44



That that pesher therefore has in mind a specific day might suggest restoring the definite יום ההרגה. It is more likely, however, that the pesher draws upon the established phrase from Jeremiah without modification. As in the Hodayot, the indefinite expression is understood with a definite sense. 45 The extant letters suggest that the complete word (in whatever form) comes from a root with a lamed second radical and ṭeṭ third radical, for which the best options are מלט, פלט, and שלט. In BH, ( שלטhiph‘il) +  ל+ infinitive construct means “to grant someone the power to do something” (Qoh 5:18; 6:2), though the verb does not appear in Qumran Hebrew. “ פלטto escape” (qal), though infrequent in BH, could also work here and would thus correspond to the root in the lemma (v. 20). The related passages in the Damascus Document (see below), however, favor מלט. The final waw could represent (1) the suffix of a finite verb (e.g., 3rd or 2nd masc. pl. imperfect or 3rd masc. pl. perfect); (2) a 3rd masc. sg. object suffix on a verb; (3) a 3rd masc., sg. possessive suffix on a infinitive construct or noun. 46 Horgan presumably understands the subject of the verb as the  רביםfrom the previous line and thus her restoration of the negation. Horgan’s reconstruction is likewise found in Zimmermann, Messianische Texte, 60. 47 The specific form of the מלט, however, is uncertain (see above n. 45, for the range of possibilities). It could also be an infinitive construct with the suffix referring in the singular to the community. This form would likely have a temporal preposition
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of visitation as the “poor of the flock” who escape (והשומרים אותו ()הם עניי הצאן אלה ימלטו בקץ הפקדה. The expression “poor of the flock” draws from Zech 11:7 ()וארעה את־צאן ההרגה לכן עניי הצאן.48 In Zechariah, this flock is identified as designated for slaughter like the flock in Jer 12:3 ()התקם כצאן לטבחה והקדשם ליום הרגה.49 In CD, as in 4Q161, this flock escapes the slaughter.50 In contrast, in CD XIX, 10–13, it is the “rest” ( )נשאריםwho are handed over to the sword ()חרב. The emphasis on a select few who survive and the allusions to the destruction of wider Israel work well with the biblical lemma in 4Q161, which has likewise been re-oriented to the eschatological scenario. The next word in l. 5 preserves lamed, mem, and ṭeṭ, which Allegro initially restored as מטה, “rod,” no doubt on account of the importance of this word in the lemma that follows (Isa 10:24).51 I reconstruct this word as למט]עת, “planting,” with the lamed functioning as a lamed of purpose.52 Plant imagery is well attested in Qumran literature as a self-



as well (e.g., בהמלטו, “when it escaped . . .” or עד המלטו, “until its escape . . .”). I follow Horgan’s restoration of the 3rd masc. pl. imperfect since it corresponds to the verbal form in the preceding line ( )יוב]דוand the related examples in CD VII, 14; XIX, 10 (VII, 21 has the perfect). See also García Martínez and Tigchelaar, DSSSE 1.314, who reconstruct והם ימ[לטו. 48 For Zech 11:7, instead of כי עניי הצאן, lxx has εἰς τὴν Χαναανῖτιν (also v. 5), which means either “in/at Canaan” or “to the Canaanites” or “for the merchants” (see discussion in Carol L. Meyers and Eric M. Meyers, Zechariah 9–14 [AB 25C; New York: Doubleday, 1993], 261–2). 49 Note also that Zech 11:1–2 contains several keywords (לבנון, אדרים,  )יערfound in Isa 10:34. 50 See also ] וענויin 4Q161 8–10 III, A 3=H 7. 51 Allegro, Qumran Cave 4.I, 12. The initial lamed is found on the fragment that Strugnell attached to frag. 2 (see “Notes en marge,” 184 and PAM 44.191). Note that 1QM V, 1 could be reconstructed as referring to the “s[taff ] of the Prince of all the Community” ()ועל מ]טה[ נשיא כול העדה. The emphasis on the Prince elsewhere in 4Q161 suggests that this may be in view here as well (perhaps: למט]הו, “to/for/with/ by means of his staff ”) 52 On the lamed of purpose, see Bruce K. Waltke and Michael P. O’Connor, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake: Eisenrauns, 1999), §112.10d (p. 209).  למטעrepresents another possible restoration (García Martínez and Tigchelaar suggest )למטעם. While only  מטעappears in BH, both forms are frequent in Qumran Hebrew with the identical meaning.  מטעתis employed both for the absolute (CD I, 7=4Q266 2 I, 12; 4Q270 2 II, 6; 4Q313 2 1) and construct forms (1QS VIII, 5; XI, 8; 1QHa XIV, 18 (VI, 15); XVI, 7, 11 (VIII, 6, 10); 4Q394 3–10 IV, 12=4Q396 III, 2=4Q397 II, 4; 4Q418 81 + 81a 13). My preference for the longer form is guided by the length of the lacuna, which recommends the presence of an additional letter and the use of the longer form in the parallel passages in the Rule of the Community.
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referential designation for the Qumran community.53 Most importantly, this term is employed twice in the Rule of the Community with a lamed of purpose. In 1QS VIII, 5; XI, 8, the community is established למטעת עולם, “as an eternal planting.” Together with the suggestion for the previous word, the pesher would refer to the community that “will escape to become a planting.”54 If my reconstruction of the first part of the line is correct, then the next clause should likely be restored with Allegro as ב[ארץ באמת, “in the land truthfully.”55 The truthful plant imagery seems to draw from Jer 32:41b ( )ונטעתים בארץ הזאת באמתand Isa 60:21 )ועמך כלם צדיקים לעולם יירשו ארץ נצר מטעו ]מטעי[ מעשה ידי )להתפאר. Similar language and imagery is employed elsewhere in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Second Temple literature.56 The keyword in this proposed pesher may be נצר, which is shared by Isa 11:1 and 60:21. The appearance of this word and general plant imagery in a later lemma (frags. 8–10 III, A 11=H 15) may have provided the trigger for the employment of this entire motif in the present pesher. The further identification of the planting as “righteous” ( )צדיקיםin Isa 60:21 may have provided another exegetical link with  צדקהin the lemma (Isa 10:22) and therefore with the wider righteous (Heb. √=צדקAram. √ )קשטplant imagery in biblical and Second Temple literature.57 The



53 See Patrick A. Tiller, “The Eternal Planting in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” DSD 4 (1997) ׃312–35; Paul Swarup, The Self-Understanding of the Dead Sea Scrolls Community: An Eternal Planting, A House of Holiness (Library of Second Temple Studies 59; London T. & T. Clark, 2006). 54 See also the plant imagery associated with the slaughtered in Jer 12:2–3. 55 Allegro, Qumran Cave 4.I, 12; García Martínez and Tigchelaar, DSSSE 1.314. Horgan restores ה[ארץ, though with no explanation (followed in Zimmermann, Messianische Texte, 60). 56 Jub. 21:24 refers to a “plant of truth in [Ge‘ez: all] the earth” (;מטעת ה[אמת בארץ 4Q219 II, 29–31). See also Jub. 16:26; 36:6. 1 Enoch repeatedly refers to the “plant of righteousness,” which refers to the survivors of the generation of the Watchers (10:16; 4Q204 1 V, 4: )ותתחזא נ[צבת קושטא, Abraham (93:5), and the special segment of Israel (93:10; 4Q212 1 IV, 12–13: )נ]צבת קשט על]מ[א. In all three passages, the righteous/truthful planting is the remnant that survives a wider period of devastation and wickedness. The truthful planting is also found in 1QHa XVI, 11 (VIII, 10); 1QS VIII, 5. 1QHa XIV, 18 (VI, 15); XVI, 10 refer specifically to the “shoot” ( )נצרof the plant. 57 See Blenkinsopp, Opening, 116 n 49. As noted by Swarup, Self-Understanding, 60–2, both Isa 5:7 and 61:3 use the root  צדקto refer to the planting. He likewise identifies this linguistic combination in Jub. 21:24. To be sure, the Ge‘ez translation contains the equivalent of Hebrew ( צדקהtakla ṣedq). The Hebrew original (4Q219 II, 30), however, clearly has ( אמתsee text in previous note), which corresponds to the adjective elsewhere applied in Second Temple literature to the planting (e.g., 1QHa XVI, 11 (VIII, 10); 1QS VIII, 5). It is therefore likely that the other occurrences of
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use of the righteous/truthful planting motif works well with the general sense of the pesher on Isa 10:22–23 (possibly also vv. 20–21). The biblical lemma refers to the destruction of the wider segment of Israel and the formation of a small remnant that will survive.58 Similarly, the truthful or righteous planting is identified as a specially selected individual or group that is reconstituted after the destruction of the surrounding wicked generations and thus is equal to the “true Israel.”59 In this pesher, the community draws upon its self-identification as the truthful planting to align itself with the remnant of Israel in Isaiah. Based on the foregoing discussion, I am proposing the following reconstruction and translation for 4Q161 A 2–4 A 1–6=H 2–6 II 5–9: ֯ 1 [   ]י בני°[ ] ]      [כי֯ א [] וא[שר אמר אם הי֯ ]ה עמכה ֯ ֯ ]       [ עמׁו2 [ ]ישראל כחול הים שאר ישוב בו[ כ]ליון חר[וץ ושוטף צד]קה3 הר[גה ורבים יוב]דו ֯  ]פשרו   עד כ[לות ביו֯ ]ם4 [  ]°  ]     ימ[לטו למט]עת ב[ארץ באמת5 1. [. . .] for [ ] °y sons of [. . .] 2. [. . .] his people [and re]garding that which it says: “Even if [your people, 3. O Israel], Should b[e as the sands of the sea, Only a remnant of it shall return. De]struction is decr]eed; and it overflows with righteous[ness]” (Isa 10:22) 4. [ its interpretation (is that) . . . until des]truction on the d[ay of slau] ghter; and many shall peri[sh 5. [. . . they will es]cape to be as a truthful plan[ting in the] land °[. . .



Reading 4Q161 with the War Texts: Two Examples As previously noted, the allusions to the eschatological war with the Kittim have prompted scholars to examine 4Q161 within the larger



takla ṣedq in the Ge‘ez text (16:26; 36:6) likewise reflect an original מטעת אמת. The 1 Enoch passages are more equivocal. The preserved Aramaic original for 10:16 and 93:10 has the root קשט, which can correspond either to the Hebrew ( צדקe.g., Tg. Onq. to Lev 19:36; Deut 16:18, 20; 25:15; Tg. Neof. to Deut 1:16; 16:18, 20) or אמת (e.g., Tg. Onq. to Gen 24:27, 29; Exod 18:21; Tg. Neof. to Gen 24:27; 32:11). Indeed, the Greek translation for 10:16 (followed by the Ge‘ez) renders this as “righteousness” (δικαιοσύνης) and truth” (ἀλειθείας) (see Matthew Black, Apocalypsis Henochi Graece [Leiden: Brill, 1970], 26). 58 This interpretation of Isa 10:22–23 should be compared to Dan 11:36, which applies the language of v. 23 to refer to the future destruction of Antiochus. See Blenkinsopp, Opening, 116. 59 See Swarup, Self-Understanding, esp. 193–5.
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context of the war texts among the scrolls corpus.60 Yet, most of these discussions are brief, with the explanation provided that the fragmentary nature of 4Q161 precludes more thorough treatment.61 Notwithstanding these reservations, a more full-scale analysis of the relationship of 4Q161 to the war texts—which are now fully available and more properly understood—remains a desideratum. I offer here treatment of two issues—one example from Sefer ha-Milḥ amah and one from the War Scroll—that seek to move the discussion beyond merely noting parallel language and themes. The two issues focus on specific difficulties that have arisen in the interpretation of 4Q161. My goal is to demonstrate how the interpretation of the passages in 4Q161 can be illuminated by the related war texts at the same time as 4Q161 can shed new light on our understanding of these texts. As in the previous sections, my attention is simultaneously directed at bringing into sharper focus the reconstruction of the text of 4Q161 and its exegetical technique. 1. Who Ascends from Akko and Why? (4Q161 A 5–6 10–13= H 2–6 II, 26–29) The third lemma unit in 4Q161 contains Isa 10:28–32, which narrates the march of the Assyrian enemy toward Jerusalem. Four fragmentary lines of pesher are preserved:



60



On the war texts in general, see Jean Duhaime, The War Texts: 1QM and Related Manuscripts (London: T. and T. Clark, 2004). Duhaime does not discuss 4Q161. 61 The one notable exception is the discussion of 4Q161 and Sefer ha-Milḥamah (4Q285=11Q14): Geza Vermes, “The Oxford Forum for Qumran Research: Seminar on the Rule of War from Qumran Cave 4 (4Q285),” JJS 43 (1992): 85–90; Bauckham, “Messianic Interpretation”; Atkinson, “Militant Davidic Messianism,” 447–52; Brooke, “Isaiah in the Pesharim,” 621–3; Jonathan Norton, “Observations on the Official Material Reconstructions of Sefer Ha-Milḥamah (11Q14 and 4Q285),” RevQ 21/81 (2003): 10–22. For more limited comments highlighting parallel language and themes (in particular the expression מדבר העמים, “wilderness of nations” in A 5–6 2–3= H 2–6 II, 18–19 and 1QM I, 3), see Allegro, “Further Messianic References,” 181; van der Woude, Messianischen Vorstellungen, 179–80; Yadin, “Commentaries,” 67–8; idem, “Recent Developments,” 50; idem, The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light Against the Sons of Darkness (trans. B. and Ch. Rabin; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962), 257; Millar Burrows, More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls (New York: Viking, 1958), 351; André Dupont-Sommer, The Essene Writings from Qumran (trans. Geza Vermes; Cleveland: Meredian, 1962), 274; Horgan, Pesharim, 78–9, 83; Pomykala, Davidic Dynasty, 198–9; Collins, Scepter, 57; Bruce W. Longenecker, “The Wilderness and Revolutionary Ferment in First-Century Palestine: A Response to D. R. Schwartz and J. Marcus,” JSJ 29 (1998): 331–2; Willitts, “Remnant,” 19; Blenkinsopp, Opening, 116–7.
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The interpretation of the phrase בעלותו מבקעת עכו, “when he ascends from Akko,” has long been the subject of dispute. Three related issues are involved in determining the proper interpretation: (1) Who is the subject of the suffix on ( ?עלותו2) Do the events described here refer to events in the past from the perspective of the author (i.e., a historical allusion) or are they imagined as unfolding in a still future time (i.e., the eschatological war)? (3) How should the final word be restored—namely, who is the object of fighting here? Allegro initially suggested that the subject of “ascends” is the messiah on his triumphant march to Jerusalem, in particular noting that the enemies in this section of the text are otherwise identified in the plural.66 Millar Burrows countered that the sense of the lemma—where the Assyrian army led by the king is on its march toward Jerusalem— recommends identifying the pesher as referring to the eschatological foe, whom he identified as either the “Antichrist,” Gog, or Magog, understood as a cipher for the Roman enemy.67 Notwithstanding Allegro’s subsequent defense of his position, nearly all later scholarship



62 The partially reconstructed citation formula  פשר ה[פתגםwas first suggested by Strugnell, “Notes en marge,” 184, and has since been followed in all presentations of the text. 63 Allegro’s reconstruction (Qumran Cave 4.I, 12) of ( חר[דהbased on its appearance in Isa 10:29) is possible. The first extant letter was initially restored in idem, “Further Messianic References,” 178, as a reš, which is preferred by Horgan, Pesharim, 81. 64 Allegro identified the ink dot following  כמוהas possibly a waw, thus producing the masculine suffix. See, however, Strugnell, “Notes en marge,” 184; Amoussine, “L’Interprétation,” 383; Horgan, Pesharim, 82. 65 The final ink trace is possibly a šin or mem (Horgan, Pesharim, 82). 66 Allegro, “Further Messianic References,” 181 and idem, “Addendum to Professor Millar Burrow’s [sic] Note on the Ascent from Accho in 4QpIsaa,” VT 7 (1957): 183. The argument regarding the plural vs. singular subject is found in the latter article. The suggestion in the preliminary edition is based on the assumption that Akko— understood as the port of Ptolemais (see below)—would be the closest port of entry to the site of Armageddon. 67 Millar Burrows, “The Ascent from Acco in 4Q p Isaa,” VT 7 (1957): 104–5. The more specific identification of the enemy as the Romans is asserted in idem, More Light, 321–2. I have framed the initial debate as a dialogue between Allegro and Burrows on account of their exchange in Vetus Testamentum. A similar criticism of Allegro, however, was independently made by Yadin in a publication that also appeared in 1957 (“Recent Developments,” 52).
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has followed Burrows’ basic assessment that the subject is the enemy of Israel, not the messiah.68 A related re-interpretation of the text was proposed by Joseph Amoussine, who contends that the passage does not have in view a future eschatological enemy, but rather is a historical allusion to a contemporary enemy of Israel, whom he identifies as Ptolemy Lathyrus.69 As noted by Amoussine, Josephus describes Ptolemy Lathyrus conquering Ptolemais and then embarking on a campaign to subdue all of Judea (War 1.4.2 (86); Ant. 13.12–3 (324–56)). Amoussine further argues that the enemy mentioned in frags. 8–10 is likewise Ptolemy Lathyrus and thus the Kittim in 4Q161 are the Greeks. The lines of the debate drawn by Burrows and Amoussine escape simple resolution. As noted by George Brooke, the solution rests partially on whether one maintains that the Kittim mentioned later in 4Q161 need not be identified with the Romans, as they are in the other Pesharim.70 At the same time, Brooke further observes that we need to reorient the way we read 4Q161, particularly in light of the



68 See van der Woude, Messianischen Vorstellungen, 180; Dupont-Sommer, Essene Writings, 274; Carmignac, Les Textes, 71; Rosenthal, “Biblical Exegesis,” 27–8; Horgan, Pesharim, 81; Pomykala, Davidic Dynasty, 199; Atkinson, “Militant Davidic Messianism,” 449; see also Brooke, “Isaiah in the Pesharim,” 621. Bauckham, “Messianic Interpretation,” 204–5 and Blenkinsopp, Opening, 118, follow Allegro’s interpretation, though with little new argument. Willitts’s defense of Allegro based on the literary context of Isaiah is unconvincing (“Remnant,” 17–8). 69 Amoussine, “L’Interprétation,” 383–7 = idem, “Historical Events,” 126–32. This interpretation is similarly embraced in Brooke, “Isaiah in the Pesharim,” 623; James H. Charlesworth, The Pesharim and Qumran History: Chaos of Consensus? (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 101–3; Hanan Eshel, “Alexander Jannaeus and His War against Ptolemy Lathyrus,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Hasmonean State (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans; Jerusalem: Yad Ben-Zvi, 2008), 91–100 (see also idem and Esther Eshel, “4Q448, Psalm 154 (Syriac), Sirach 48:20, and 4QpIsaa,” JBL 119 [2000]: 653–4). This passage is similarly understood as a historical allusion in Cecil Roth, Historical Background of the Dead Sea Scrolls (New York: W. W. Norton, 1965), 36, who opines that the text refers to the Roman forces during the Jewish revolt in the first century ce (who arrive in Ptolemais). 70 Brooke, “Isaiah in the Pesharim,” 621. On the identification of the Kittim in the Pesharim, see Brooke, “The Kittim in the Qumran Pesharim,” in Images of Empire (ed. Loveday Alexander; JSOTSup 122; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 135–59; Hanan Eshel, “The Kittim in the War Scroll and in the Pesharim,” in Historical Perspectives from the Hasmoneans to Bar Kokhba in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium of the Orion Center for the Study of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Associated Literature, 27–31 January, 1999 (ed. David M. Goodblatt, Avital Pinnick, and Daniel R. Schwartz; STDJ 37; Leiden: Brill, 2001), 29–44; Lim, Pesharim, 65–6.
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evidence provided by 4Q285.71 4Q285 7, notes Brooke, indicates that the figure of the militant Prince of the Congregation is identified as the messianic Branch of David ()צמח דויד, who plays a central role in the defeat of the Kittim in the eschatological war.72 Accordingly, 4Q161, which mentions these elements across its various pesher units, “should not be read disjointedly, pericope by pericope, but each interpretation should be read in light of the other.”73 Following Brooke’s advice, I am suggesting that the thoroughly eschatological orientation of frags. 8–10 should not stand in isolation, but rather, guide our understanding of the other pesher units. Indeed, if we read the text of 4Q161 backwards (i.e., from best preserved to least preserved units), it seems clear that the pesher is presenting its own portrait of the eschatological war, which is exegetically woven into the lemmata from Isaiah. Moreover, this portrait finds important points of contact with other descriptions of the war. The close connections between 4Q161 and 4Q285 indicate that these two texts should be read in dialogue with one another.74 4Q161 8–10 III, A 17=H 22 applies a messianic interpretation of Isa 11:1–5 to “the Branch of ] David who stands in the en[d of days].”75 The remainder of the text seems to refer to the further subjugation of the nations by the messiah. In the aftermath of the battle, the messiah will judge the nations based on the direction provided by the priests (A l. 24=H l. 29: ])וכאשר יורוהו כן ישפוט ועל פיהם.76 The judgment 71 The bibliography on 4Q285 is extensive. I make reference to the relevant studies in the course of my discussion. The text and numbering system for the fragments follows Philip S. Alexander and Geza Vermes, “4Q285. Sefer ha-Milḥamah,” in Qumran Cave 4.XXVI: Cryptic Texts and Miscellanea, Part 1 (ed. Stephen J. Pfann et al.; DJD XXXVI; Oxford: Clarendon, 2000), 228–46. See also Philip S. Alexander, “A Reconstruction and Reading of 4Q285 (Sefer ha-Milḥamah),” RevQ 19/75 (2000): 333–48. 72 On the militant messiah in 4Q285, see further Collins, Scepter, 58–60; Vermes, “Oxford Forum,” 88–9. 73 Brooke, “Isaiah in the Pesharim,” 623. 74 See bibliography above, n. 61. 75 On this reconstruction, see above, n. 25. Isa 11:1–5 was a popular text for messianic interpretation and amplification elsewhere in the Dead Sea Scrolls (1QSb V; 4Q285 7) and Second Temple Judaism (e.g., Pss. Sol. 17:21–25; 18:6–8; 4 Ezra 13:9–11; See Collins, Scepter, 53, 57–60, 65; Darrell D. Hannah, “Isaiah within Judaism of the Second Temple Period,” in Isaiah in the New Testament [ed. Steve Moyise and Maarten J. J. Menken; London: T. & T. Clark, 2005], 11–22). It is also popular in the New Testament and early Christianity (e.g., Matt 2:23; John 1:29–34 with parallels; Rev 19:11; Justin Martyr, Dial. 86.4); and is widespread in later rabbinic literature (see references in Collins, ibid., 72 n. 67). 76 This understanding assumes that the plural subject of  יורוהוis the priests mentioned in the following line. See further treatment in Allegro, “Further Messianic References,” 182; van der Woude, Messianischen Vorstellungen, 181; Dupont-Sommer,
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here presumably refers to the earlier mention of the messiah’s sword judging all the nations (A l. 21=H l. 26: )כו[ל העמים תשפוט חרבו. A similar description of priestly authority in the aftermath of the battle is present in 4Q285 7 5–6, where the priest is depicted issuing commands, perhaps instructions on how to dispose of the corpses of the Kittim mentioned later in l. 6 or more general instructions to the messiah (as in 4Q161).77 The previous pesher unit on Isa 10:33–34 in 4Q161 8–10 III, A 1–9=H 1–14 describes the eschatological battle against the Kittim. The location of this pesher unit and its exegetical basis must be understood in dialogue with 4Q285 7 1–4, which recounts the final destruction of the Kittim at the hands of the Prince of the Congregation.78 As demonstrated by Richard Bauckhaum, 4Q161 and 4Q285 share nearly identical interpretations of Isa 10:34b (ולבנון באדיר  )יפולas a reference to the destruction of the enemy—most likely the Kittim, led by their king (see below)—by the militant messiah.79 The eschatological orientation of frags. 8–10, more specifically as a vision of the battle against the Kittim, should similarly be applied in the earlier portions of the text. The fragmentary reference to “their return from the wilderness of the nat[ions” in the pesher on Isa 10:24–27 (A 5–6 2=H 2–6 II, 18) likely refers to the initial mustering of the armies of the Sons of Light, as it does in the opening lines of the War Scroll (1QM I, 2–3).80 The fragmentary reference to the Prince of the Congregation in the following line (A l. 3=H l. 19) likely refers to his central role in directing the military campaign against the



Essene Writing, 275 n. 1; Yadin, “Notes,” 515; VanderKam, “Messianism,” 231–2; Markus Bockmuehl, “A ‘Slain Messiah’ in 4Q Serekh Milhamah (4Q285)?” Tyndale Bulletin 43 (1992): 166–7; García Martínez, “Messianic Hopes,” 164; Pomykala, 202; Collins, Scepter, 76; Atkinson, “Militant Davidic Messianism,” 448; Ruzer, “Davidic Messiah,” 233–4; Willitts, “Remnant,” 23; Blenkinsopp, Opening, 121; Joseph L. Angel, Otherworldly and Eschatological Priesthood in the Dead Sea Scrolls (STDJ 86; Leiden: Brill, 2010), 185–6. 77 On this understanding of 4Q285, see Bockmuehl, “Slain Messiah,” 166–7; Abegg, “Messianic Hope,” 82; Zimmermann, Messianische Texte, 88; Alexander, “Reconstruction,” 345; Alexander and Vermes, “4Q285,” 241; Xeravits, King, Priest, Prophet, 66; Angel, Otherworldly, 199–200. 78 For the various issues involved in interpreting the expression  והמיתוin l. 4, see Alexander and Vermes, “4Q285,” 240 and nearly every other treatment of 4Q285. 79 Bauckham, “Messianic Interpretation,” 202–6. See also Vermes, “Oxford Forum,” 88–9; Robert P. Gordon, “The Interpretation of ‘Lebanon’ and 4Q285,” JJS 43 (1992): 92–94; Norton, “Observations,” 12–3. 80 On this shared language, see bibliography above, n. 61. The phrase is drawn from Ezek 20:35.
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Kittim, as in 4Q285. Moreover, 4Q285 7 4–5 demonstrates that the Prince of the Congregation in 4Q161 A 5–6 3=H 2–6 II, 19 should be identified with the Branch of David in 4Q161 8–10 III, A 17=H 22. In light of the surrounding literary context, the pesher on Isa 10:28–32 in A ll. 10–14=H ll. 26–29 should likewise be understood in this eschatological setting. Indeed, the opening of the pesher identifies the interpretation that follows as applying to the “end of days to come,” just as the interpretation of Isa 11:1–5 in frags. 8–10.81 The pesher unit in ll. 10–14=H ll. 26–29 therefore likely describes the approach of the enemy in anticipation of the eschatological battle that is described in the following pesher units.82 With this understanding of the literary structure, let me focus more narrowly on the pesher on Isa 10:28–32. In addition to solving the issue of the subject of בעלותו, we can consider the significance of the wider pesher unit, its exegetical links to the lemma, and the relationship to 4Q285. First, Allegro’s primary argument in favor of making the messiah the subject of  בעלותוwas the fact that the enemy is not described in the singular until much later in the text: “when he flees ( )בברחוfrom before Is[rael]” (4Q161 8–10 III, A 9=H 13). 4Q285 provides us with an important piece of new information because it refers throughout to the enemy in the singular (4 8, 10; 7 4)83 and in the plural (4 7, 8).84 This same contrast can be detected in 4Q161, where 8–10 III, A 2–8=H 6–12 refers to the Kittim as the enemy in the plural, while 8–10 III, A 9=H 13 turns its attention to a singular enemy.



81 The end of the expression in 8–10 III, A 17=H 22 is lost in the lacuna and thus it is unclear if  לבואwould have also been employed. On the future orientation of the “end of days” in 4Q161, see further Annette Steudel, “‘The End of Days’ in the Qumran Texts,” RevQ 16/62 (1993): 230. 82 My interpretation does not preclude the possibility that the assault of Ptolemy Lathyrus is also in view. Though the primary focus is the future eschatological war against the Kittim, it is likely that the pesherist looked to the contemporary conflict with Ptolemy Lathyrus as a repetition of the Assyrian campaign, thus also prefiguring the future arrival of the Kittim in the end-time. 83 On the identification of the subject of  ויעמד עליהםin 4 8 as the enemy, see Philip S. Alexander, “The Evil Empire: The Qumran Eschatological War Cycle and the Origins of Jewish Opposition to Rome,” in Emanuel: Studies in the Hebrew Bible, Septuagint and Dead Sea Scrolls in Honor of Emanuel Tov (ed. Shalom M. Paul et al.; VTSup 94; Leiden: Brill, 2003), 24. 84 The subject of  ושבוin 4 9 seems to be the victorious Israelites (see Alexander, “Evil Empire,” 24).
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More significantly, 4Q285 seems to identify the singular eschatological foe as the king of the Kittim (4 5), a suggestion based on the similar appearance of the king in 1QM XV, 2, but more importantly because 4Q285 is drawing upon the royal imagery of Gog in Ezekiel 39.85 Like 4Q285, 4Q161 has its own royal imagery as found in the figure of Assyrian king (i.e., Sennacherib or Sargon II) from the lemma. Moreover, there is a fragmentary reference to Magog in 8–10 III, A 20=H 25. There may be some exegetical connection between the fact that Lebanon in Isa 10:34—the eschatological foe—will fall, and the similar use of the idea of the enemy falling in Ezek 39:3–4 (וחציך מיד ימינך אפיל, “I will make your arrows drop from you right hand”; על הרי ישראל תפול, “upon the hills of Israel, you shall fall”), the scriptural basis in 4Q285 4 3–4.86 Thus, Pesher Isaiah merges the historical Assyrian king from the lemma together with the eschatological Gog/Magog and the king of the Kittim. As such, it is reasonable to suggest that the singular enemy in 4Q161 is similarly the king of the Kittim, who “flees ( )בברחוfrom befo[re Is]rael” (8–10 III, A 9=H 13).87 This corresponds with the chase scene that is narrated in 4Q285 4 6–8.88 In both texts, the simultaneous identification of a singular enemy (the king of the Kittim) and a plural enemy (the Kittim) is based on the exegetical traditions regarding



85 Alexander and Vermes, “4Q285,” 235, restore  מלך ה]כתייםin 4 5. The identification of the enemy as the king of the Kittim in found in Vermes, “Oxford Forum,” 89; Gordon, “Interpretation,” 93; Markus Bockmuehl, “Slain Messiah,” 165 n. 28; Abegg, “Messianic Hope,” 87–8; Bauckham, “Messianic Interpretation,” 206; Collins, Scepter, 59; Alexander, “Reconstruction,” 344; idem, “Evil Empire,” 24; Norton, “Observations,” 13. Aside from 1QM XV, 2, the only other certain reference to the king of the Kittim is the non-sectarian 4Q247 6. See also Milik’s reconstruction  מל]כי כתיאיםfor 1Q16 (1QpPsa) 9–10 1–2 (the plural is preferred since it appears in the lemma—Ps 68:30; see Dominique Barthélemy and Józef T. Milik, Qumran Cave 1 [DJD I; Oxford: Clarendon, 1955], 82). Gordon, ibid., further notes that “Lebanon” (the scriptural peg for the enemy) is commonly applied in the Targum to a king (see further evidence collected in Geza Vermes, Scripture and Tradition: Haggadic Studies [StPB 4; Leiden: Brill, 1961], 27). 86 See also 1QM XI, 11–12, which views the destruction of the Kittim as prefigured by the fall of the Assyrians in Isa 31:8 (עד גבורת ידכה בכתיים לאמור ונפל אשור )בחרב לוא איש וחרב לוא אדם תואכלנו. 87 See van der Woude, Messianischen Vorstellungen, 180; Bauckham, “Messianic Interpretation,” 206. 88 Note as well the similar language used to describe the escape of the singular enemy in 4Q161 ( )בברחו מלפ]ני יש[ראלand the suggested reconstruction for the plural enemy in 4Q285 ()וינוס[ו מפני ישראל.
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“Lebanon” from Isa 10:34, whereby it can refer to a king (sg.) or the nations (pl.).89 Several additional observations are pertinent to the interpretation of 4Q161 and its relationship to 4Q285 4. Pesher Isaiah refers to the eschatological foe ascending from Akko, which in Hellenistic-Roman times was understood as the port of Ptolemais.90 This may be a purely technical reference to the fact that one goes up from a port. It may be an allusion to the movement up toward Jerusalem, as suggested by Yadin’s reconstruction for the end of the line ()ללחם בי]רושלים.91 However, if we look to 4Q285 4 4, we see that the scriptural source for the war imagery there, Ezek 39:3, refers to the battle taking place upon the “hills of Israel” ()על הרי ישראל תפול. Thus, the movement of the enemy from Akko may be southward toward the hill country of Israel, where a battle will take place, not unlike the identification of the location of the war as Har Megiddo (i.e., Armageddon) in Rev 16:16.92 Another question that presents itself is why the plain of Akko as the starting point for this march? If the goal is Jerusalem—as suggested both by the lemma and the fragmentary reference to Jerusalem in A l.13=H. l. 29—why start in the north at Akko? The choice of Akko is based on a careful exegetical re-alignment of the lemma. In the lemma, the Assyrians assault from the northeast and move southward through several towns until they reach the “mountain ( )גבעהof Jerusalem” (Isa 10:32). The pesher has identified the Assyrians as the Kittim—that is, the Romans. Thus, the enemy must arrive by sea and also come from the west. Ptolemais (Akko) therefore provides a western port of entry for the boats of the Kittim. The southward march of the Kittim from the northwest toward the “( גבולborder,” “mountain”) of Jerusalem—now lost in the fragmentary A l. 12=H l. 28—mimics the similar southward



89 See Vermes, Scripture and Tradition, 27–9. The movement in 4Q161 between a singular and plural enemy may also be exegetically linked to the shift between singular and plural verbs to describe the march of the enemy in Isa 10:28–32. See also the reference to enemy as the “nations” in 4Q161 8–10 III, A 20=H 25, which does not seem to be identical with the earlier mention of the Kittim. This term is likely an interpretation of Magog as in Rev 20:8 (cf. 1QM XI, 16; 4Q523). 90 See Emil Schürer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ (175 bc–ad 135), Volume 2 (revised and edited by Geza Vermes and Fergus Millar; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1979): 121–5. 91 Yadin, “Recent Developments,” 52. Note that Isa 10:32 locates Jerusalem upon a hill. 92 See also Tg. Jon. to Gen 49:11, which describes how the messiah will destroy all the kings and will “redden the mountains” with their blood.
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march of the Assyrians in the northeast.93 The specific choice of Ptolemais was likely guided by the memory of Ptolemais as a common port for Roman entry into Israel, particularly for hostile reasons as with Herod’s entry in 40 bce.94 There is likely also an exegetical link between the lemma and Ptolemais. The only clear reference to Akko in the Hebrew Bible is Judg 1:31, which notes that the tribe of Asher did not conquer the city: אשר לא הוריש את ישבי עכו, “Asher did not dispossess the inhabitants of Akko.” The pesher is drawing upon the clear phonetic and consonantal similarities between ( אשרAsher) and ( אשורAsshur), to re-orient Akko with the Assyrians of the lemma and thus Ptolemais with the Kittim. While Asher did not conquer Akko, 4Q161 asserts that Assyria (= Kittim) did.95 In light of the understanding presented here, it makes sense to re-revisit the different reconstructions for the end of the line: ללחם ]°°ב, “to fight against . . .”96 While both of the final two letters traces are difficult to decipher with certainty, Allegro restored the first letter as a yod based on the clear presence of the upper stroke.97 Subsequent



 גבולlikely has a double meaning here of “boundary” and its less common meaning of “mountain.” On the latter meaning, see especially Ps 78:54 and Mitchell Dahood, “Biblical Geography,” Greg 43 (1962): 74. 94 See Josephus War 1.15.3 (290); Ant. 14.15.1 (394). Ptolemais had a long history of hostility to Jews in the Hellenistic and Roman periods (see Schürer, History, 123–25). I am not suggesting that Herod’s entry in 40 bce should be used as a terminus a quo for the dating of 4Q161. Rather, it is merely illustrative of the association of Ptolemais with hostile Roman incursion, which would have left a lasting impression on Jews in the first century bce (cf. Atkinson, “Militant Davidic Messianism,” 449). My interpretation of the exegetical technique could also work with understanding the enemy as Ptolemy Lathyrus and the Kittim as Greeks. Indeed, this historical incursion may also have been in the mind of the pesherist and shaped the similar expectations of the entry of the eschatological Kittim in the end-time battle. 95 This exegesis is similar to the phenomenon of “converse translation” in the Targum and ancient versions, whereby the translation yields a sense exactly the opposite of the source text. See Michael Klein, “Converse Translation: A Targumic Technique,” Bib 57 (1976): 515–37; Robert P. Gordon, “‘Converse Translations’ in the Targum and Beyond,” in Hebrew Bible and Ancient Versions: Selected Essays of Robert P. Gordon (Society for Old Testament Study; Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006): 263–77; Repr. from JSP 19 (1999): 3–21. This example might be properly labeled “converse exegesis.” 96 The preposition bet following ( לחםniph‘al) is most often employed in a combative sense (see, e.g., 1QM I, 2). The bet could possibly also mean that place/time of the battle or the instrument of the battle. 97 Allegro, “Further Messianic References,” 184, restored only the bet. Aided by an additional piece of frag. 5, he restored ]◦  ביin the editio princeps (Qumran Cave 4.I, 12). The space after the yod is certainly an error, since a subsequent ink trace is clearly visible. To be sure, this upper stroke could plausibly belong to a waw or a pe (apud Strugnell). 93
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scholars have offered several plausible restorations: (1) ביש]ראל, “against Israel”98 (2) ביר]ושלים, “against Jerusalem”99 (3) ביה]ודה, “against Judah.”100 Strugnell suggested that the object of fighting is Philistia ()בפל[שת, with the visible ink trace representing the upper stroke of a pe—a reading followed by Horgan and Hanan Eshel.101 Amoussine, however, noted that it not clear why the battle would move so quickly from the north to the southern region of Philistia.102 Moreover, the object of fighting based on the larger sense of the passage is clearly Israel. Thus, I think it best to follow those who reconstruct ללחם ביש]ראל, “to fight against Israel.”103 The designation “Israel” refers to the people of Israel as well as the geographical region. As suggested above, the fighting was likely envisioned as unfolding in the hill country of Israel, as is part of the setting presumed for 4Q285 based on Ezek 39:3 ()על־הרי ישראל.104 Even without 4Q285, Burrows was clearly right to look to the sense of the lemma for understanding the identity of the individual in the pesher. But the evidence of 4Q285 as well as a closer examination of the relationship between the pesher and the lemma allows us to see a bit more of the context. The pesher here identifies the march of the eschatological foe—likely the king of the Kittim with his



98 Van der Woude, Messianischen Vorstellungen, 176; Fitzmyer, “Review of Allegro, Qumrân Cave 4.I,” 237; Dupont-Sommer, Essene Writings, 274 n. 2. This suggestion is also found in Strugnell, “Notes en marge,” 184. 99 Yadin, “Recent Developments,” 52. 100 Amoussine, “L’Interprétation,” 383. 101 Strugnell, “Notes en marge,” 184; Horgan, Pesharim, 81–2; Eshel, “Alexander Jannaeus,” 97–8. 102 Amoussine, “L’Interprétation,” 383. His suggestion ( )ביה]ודהworks well for the understanding of the passage as a historical allusion to Ptolemy Lathyrus, since Josephus reports that he departed Ptolemais to subdue all of Judea. Eshel, “Alexander Jannaeus,” 98, suggests that Strugnell’s reading can be understood in light of the request of the inhabitants of Gaza that Ptolemy Lathyrus free the region from the rule of Alexander Jannaus (Ant. 13.12.4 (334)). 103 Judah and Jerusalem are also unlikely since both would refer to specific locations in the south. The reference to “all the cities” in the following line suggests that the eschatological foe is following a modified itinerary from Isaiah towards Judah and Jerusalem, which is only reached in the final line. Moreover, though the ink trace is minimal, it preserves a slight curvature that is inconsistent with the clean angle of the upper right portion of the reš elsewhere in the manuscript. 104 The locution √ לחם+  בישראלappears seven times in the hb. In five uses, the subject of the root  לחםis a foreign king (Num 21:1, 23; Josh 24:9; 2 Kgs 6:8). The Philistines are the subject in 1 Sam 28:1; 31:1=1 Chr 10:1 (though Achish is mentioned in 1 Sam 28:1). The possible royal associations of this phrase works well with the lemma and the identity of the eschatological foe as the king of the Kittim.
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armies—towards Jerusalem in a way that re-orients the march of the Assyrian king in the lemma. This account finds important thematic and exegetical points of contact with the description of the battle in 4Q285, particularly frag. 4.105 2. The Garments (of Warfare) (4Q161 8–10 III, A 17–24= H 22–29) Let me now turn to the often cited final passage in Pesher Isaiah, the messianic pesher on Isa 11:1–5.106 My analysis here focuses on the throne of glory and the intriguing set of garments in A l. 19=H l. 24 (כ[סא כבוד [)נזר ק]ודש [ובגדי ריקמו֯ ]ת, the latter of which also seem to be in view in the fragmentary reference to clothing in A l. 24=H l. 29 (])ובידו בגדי. Based on the context, the garments in A l. 19=H l. 24 almost certainly would have been worn by the messianic Branch of David, the Prince of the Congregation. A l. 24=H l. 29 suggests that it is the priest who gives the messiah the clothes.107 As noted above, the identification of the messiah’s clothing is exegetically linked to Isa 11:5, which describes the Davidic figure girded in righteousness and faithfulness. The combination of these three specific elements is likely based on an exegetical reuse of Ezek 26:16, which describes the response of the “islands” ( )אייםto the downfall of Tyre (v. 15). The “princes of the sea (( ”)נשיאי הים1) step off their thrones (( ;)כסאותם2) following the lxx, take off their crowns (μίτρας); (3) remove their robes and strip off their embroidered garments ()בגדי רקמתם. Instead, “they cloth themselves with trembling ()חרדות, and shall sit on the ground; they shall tremble ( )וחרדוevery moment.” The “princes of the sea” would surely have been understood by the sectarians as the Kittim, and the royal imagery works well with the suggested enemy in 4Q161. In 4Q161, the Prince of the Congregation appropriates the exact three 105 Unfortunately, the fragmentary nature of both manuscripts makes further observations speculative. It is worth noting, however, that 4Q285 4 presents a maritime setting for the battle: “[the Pr]ince of the Congregation [will pursue them] towards the [Great] Sea[” (l. 6). The battle against the Kittim is conceptualized as moving from the land to the sea (see further, Alexander, “Reconstruction,” 344). Are the Kittim being driven down from the hills—as in Ezek 39:3—the proposed location of the battle in 4Q161? Moreover, the pursuit of the Kittim to the Great Sea (e.g., the Mediterranean Sea) is likely intended to hint at their place of entrance to Israel. Could 4Q285 also have in mind specifically their port of entry—i.e., Ptolemais? 106 For the text, see above. 107 As first noted by Allegro, “Further Messianic References,” 182. See also Burrows, More Light, 322; Dupont-Sommer, Essene Writings, 275 n. 1; Atkinson, “Militant Davidic Messianism,” 448; Xeravits, King, Priest, Prophet, 215.
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things that the “princes of the sea” shed in fear. The keyword may be the “trembling” that the princes of the sea clothe themselves in, which appears in an earlier lemma in the pesher (Isa 10:29).108 The significance of the messiah’s garments or their relationship to the priest who confers them upon the messiah has not been properly understood. Moreover, Carmignac (followed by others) noted the parallels between this passage and a similar description of the priestly “garments of warfare” in 1QM VII, 9–12, though this parallel has also not been analyzed closely:109   ובסדר מערכות המלחמה לקראת אויב מערכה לקראת מערכה9 ויצאו מן השער התיכון אל בין המערכות שבעה  כוהנים מבני אהרון לובשים בגדי שש לבן כתונת בד ומכנסי בד10  באבנט בד שש משוזר תכלת110וחוגרים 111  וארגמן ותולעת שני וצורת ריקמה מעשה חושב ופרי מגבעות11 בראשיהם בגדי מלחמה ואל המקדש לוא 112  יביאום12 9. When they array the battle lines against the enemy, line against line, then shall march out, from the middle gate towards the space between the lines, seven 10. priests from the Sons of Aaron, dressed with garments of white byssus, a linen tunic and linen breeches, girded with a linen girdle, twisted byssus in violet, 11. both purple and scarlet, with a many-colored design, a skillful work, (wearing) turban head-dresses on their heads. (These are) war garments; into the sanctuary they shall not 12. bring them.



108 See Allegro’s restoration of this word in A 5–6 11=H 2–6 II, 27 (see above, n. 63). It could also be restored in the following line. 109 As far as I can tell, Carmignac, Les Textes, 73, was the first to note the parallel. See also Yigael Yadin, The Temple Scroll (3 vols.; Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, the Shrine of the Book, 1983), 1.270; Blenkinsopp, Opening, 120 n. 59. Text and translation of 1QMa following Jean Duhaime, PTSDSSP, 2.111–13. Part of this passage overlaps with 4Q491 (4QMa) 1–3 18. See Maurice Baillet, “4Q491. La Règle de la Guerre (i),” in Qumrân Grotte 4.III (4Q482–4Q520) (DJD VII; Oxford: Clarendon, 1982), 14; Duhaime, PTSDSSP 2.144; and idem, “Étude comparative de 4QMa fgg. 1–3 et 1QMa,” RevQ 14/55 (1990): 469–70. Several linguistic elements in 1QM IX are treated in Avi Hurvitz, “The Garments of Aaron and His Sons According to 1Q War VII, 9–10,” in Studies in Bible and the Ancient Near East (ed. Y. Avishur and J. J. Blau; Jerusalem: Rubenstein, 1978), 139–44 [Hebrew]. 110 Lacking in 4Q491. 111 See Exod 29:9; 39:28; Lev 8:13. 112 Based on the arrangement of the extant text, Baillet, “La Règle,” 14, restores 4Q491: ( ואל המקדש לוא יביאום [כ]יא [אלה בגדי מל]חמהsee also Duhaime, PTSDSSP 2.144). As noted by Duhaime, 4Q491 yields a better syntax for this clause (“Étude comparative,” 470).
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As first glance, the imagery in 4Q161 8–10 III, A 19=H 24 seems to work well with the royal messiah. He presumably sits upon the throne of glory and wears a crown, exactly what we would expect for a royal figure. But, upon closer examination of the three terms in this line, we note that each term shares both royal and priestly imagery.113 Thus, the phrase “throne of glory” (—)כסא כבודwhich appears only four times in the hb—is indeed an allusion to the Davidic monarchy as in Isa 22:23, as is  כסאmore generally.114 In two other uses in the hb, however, the throne of glory refers to the temple or ark (Jer 14:21; 17:12), and כסא more generally has this and other cultic meanings as well.115 Similarly,  נזרis commonly employed to refer to the royal crown, though the specific language here of a  נזר קודשis a clear allusion to the priestly headdress.116 The final term, [בגדי ריקמו̇]ת, was translated by Allegro as “garments of variegated stuff.”117 This expression, too, has important



113 Nearly all treatments of this passage only note the royal associations. See, e.g., Pomykala, Davidic Dynasty, 201: “ln. 19 affirms that he will possess a throne of glory, a holy crown, and embroidered garments, all appurtenances indicative of royal status and power.” See also Abegg, “Messiah at Qumran,” 136. 114 See also 1 Sam 2:8; 4Q405 23 I, 3. On  כסאand royalty more generally, see Heinz-Josef Fabry, “כסא,” in G. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren (eds.), Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament (8 vols.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans), 7.245–53. See also 1 En. 45:3; Matt 19:28; 25:31. 115 See Fabry, “כסא,” 253–7. See also Pss. Sol. 2:20; 11Q17 X, 7. 116 For  נזרas a royal crown, see 2 Sam 1:10; 2 Kgs 11:12=2 Chr 23:11; Pss 89:40; 132:18. See further G. Mayer, “נזר,” in Botterweck and Ringgren, Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament 9.310. For the priestly diadem נזר הקודש, see Exod 29:6; 39:30; Lev 8:9; cf. Lev 21:12. 117 The root  רקםhere indicates that the clothing is variegated, whether a work of embroidery or woven. See Ludwig Koehler and Walter Baumgartner, The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament (2 vols.; Leiden: Brill, 2001), 2:1290–1. This root is elsewhere employed in the scrolls in 4Q270 7 I, 14—כי אין לאמ]ו[ת רוקמה [—בתוך ]העדהa crux interpretatum of scrolls scholarship. Recently, John F. Elwolde has argued that  רוקמהin 4Q270 has the meaning of “authority” (“RWQMH in the Damascus Document and Ps 139:15,” in Diggers at the Well: Proceedings of the Third International Symposium on the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira [ed. Takamitsu Muaraoka and John F. Elwolde; STDJ 36; Leiden: Brill, 2000], 65–83) This interpretation is based in part on its biblical uses for expensive clothing, which are thus signs of authority (in particular Ezek 16:18; 26:16; see following note). Moreover, he argues that this meaning was known to the scribe of the Psalms Scroll, based on his rendering of Ps 139:15 (11QPsa XX, 6–7). For further defense of Elwolde’s interpretation and a summary of earlier treatments, see George J. Brooke, “Between Qumran and Corinth: Embroidered Allusions to Women’s Authority,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2005), 196–214. It is not clear if Elwolde’s interpretation of 4Q270 has any bearing on the related expression in 4Q161. It is possible that that identification of the garments as works of variegated stuff is likewise intended to confer additional authority on the messiah (or the priests; see below).
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royal connotations.118 The language employed here, however, is also rich in priestly imagery, since the root  רקםis employed to describe the priest’s girdle ()אבנט, the only such garment identified as a work of embroidery ()מעשב רקם.119 In all three expressions, 4Q161 has merged priestly/cultic and royal imagery. Moreover, contrary to what most commentators have noted, it is the priestly imagery that seems to be more dominant. What do we make of the merging of priestly and royal imagery in this text? These features work well with the general sense of the passage that the authority of the Prince is subject to that of the priests, as in other sectarian literature (e.g., 1QSa, 4Q174, 4Q285).120 But it doesn’t explain why the messiah seems to be wearing priestly garments and is otherwise associated with priestly/cultic language and imagery. The answer I think can be found in the parallel passage in the War Scroll. 1QM VII, 2–3 begins by identifying the minimum age for military service—25—which is the same as the age indicated in the 1QSa I, 12–13, both of which rely upon the age for levitical service in Num 8:24.121 1QM VII, 3–7 continues by describing the expectation of physical and ritual purity in the war camp, which corresponds with similar expectations in the present community in the Damascus Document (CD XV, 15–17 with 4Q266 8 I, 6–9),122 the eschatological community in the Rule of the Congregation (1QSa II, 2–8), and the future temple



118



See especially Ezek 26:16. In Ps 45:15, the maiden is brought before the king



( לרקמותElwolde, “RWQMH,” 70, suggests the meaning of “by acts of authority”).



See also Judg 5:30. 119 For the girdle, see Exod 28:39; 39:29. See also the similar description of the “screen” ( )מסךin the Tabernacle (Exod 26:36; 27:16; 36:37; 38:18). In Ezek 16:18, the embroidered clothing of Jerusalem seems also to have a cultic sense. Similar language and imagery is also employed in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice (e.g., 4Q402 2 3; 4Q403 1 II, 1; 4Q405 20 II + 21 + 22 10–11). See Carol A. Newsom, “Shirot ‘Olat HaShabbat,” in Qumran Cave 4.VI: Poetical and Liturgical Texts, Part 1 (ed. Esther Eshel et al.; DJD XI; Oxford: Clarendon, 1998), 225–6. See also 4Q179 1 II, 12. 120 See above, n. 76. On priestly authority in the other texts, see Collins, Scepter, 75–7. Note that in 2 Kgs 11:12, the royal crown in given to Joash at the behest of Jehoiada the high priest. 121 See Lawrence H. Schiffman, The Eschatological Community of the Dead Sea Scrolls (SBLMS 38; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989), 86. Moreover, 1QSa identifies the military service as “( עבדת העדהservice of the congregation”), a slight modification of several different biblical expressions denoting service for/in the tabernacle/temple. See evidence collected in Alex P. Jassen, “The Dead Sea Scrolls and Violence: Sectarian Formation and Eschatological Imagination,” BibInt 17 (2009): 36–7. 122 CD is extremely fragmentary here, though the correct reading is ensured by 4Q266. See Joseph M. Baumgarten, Qumran Cave 4.XIII: The Damascus Document (4Q266–273) (DJD XVIII; Oxford: Clarendon, 1996), 63–4.
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in 4QFlorilegium (4Q174 1–2 + 21 I, 4).123 This builds up to 1QM VII, 9–12 which describes the priests clothed in priestly garments blowing the trumpets as the war camp moves forward in battle. The text harmonizes several biblical descriptions of the priestly garments in order to create a unique priestly wardrobe that is at once cultic, but at the same time distinctly used for warfare.124 Notwithstanding their clearly cultic aspect, these “garments of war” are not allowed to enter the temple.125 Among the modifications to the biblical description of the priestly garments, the girdle ( )אבנטis “a many-colored design” ( )צורת ריקמהas in Exod 28:39 and 39:29, but is also “a skillful work” ()מעשה חושב, which is not mentioned in the biblical account of the girdle.126 This exact combination appears elsewhere in the War Scroll’s description of the sword (ויד הכידן קרן ברורה מעשה חושב צורת )ריקמה בזהב ובכסף ואבני חפץ.127 In making this unique combination of terms, the War Scroll further reinforces the martial character of these unique priestly vestments. The War Scroll is not merely assigning the priests martial responsibilities, as is well known from the War Scroll and other sectarian literature.128 Rather, the priestly vestments are now both ritual garments and military attire, and thus the identity of the priests is simultaneously cultic and martial.129



123 These exclusions are based on an exegetical application of Deut 23:2–3, with the presence of angels provided as a further explanation for the exclusion of physically and ritually impure individuals. See further Jassen, “Dead Sea Scrolls and Violence,” 35–6. 124 As Yadin, Scroll of the War, 219, observes, 1QM harmonizes the descriptions of the priestly vestments in Exod 28; 39:27–31; Lev 16:3–4; Ezek 47:17–19. 125 Yadin, Scroll of the War, 220, notes that there is no parallel for the expression בגדי מלחמה. The language here seems to be an exegetical reformulation of Lev 16:3–4, where Aaron is instructed not to enter the holy precinct (בזאת יבוא אהרן  )אל הקדשunless he is carrying the appropriate sacrifices (v. 3) and wearing the holy vestments (v. 4: )בגדי קדש. 1QM seems to understand  זאתin v. 3 specifically as referring to the holy vestments. While the  בגדי קדשare to be brought into the holy precinct (v. 3: )בזאת יבוא אהרן אל הקדש, the  בגדי מלחמהare not to be brought into the temple (1QM: )ואל המקדש לוא יביאום. 126 Yadin, Scroll of the War, 220. 127 1QM V, 14. This parallel was noted by Yadin, Scroll of the War, 220. On the sword, see ibid., 129–31. 128 See Angel, Otherworldly, 196–202. 129 Compare the reuse of Isa 11:5 in Eph 6:14 (linguistic overlap marked by single-underlining): “gird your loins (ὀσφὺν) with truth (ἀλήθειᾳ); and put on the breastplate of righteousness (δικαιοσύνης).” Isa 11:5 is not interpreted messianically here, but rather refers to the church community who must prepare themselves for the imminent battle against forces of evil (see v. 13). In the reformulation of Isa 11:5, the priestly imagery of the breastplate is introduced as part of the armor necessary to fight off evil.
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In an argument developed in a earlier study of 1QM VII, 9–12, I suggest that the conflation of priestly and martial imagery—in the age of military service, the expectation of ritual and physical purity, and the description of the garments—serves to transpose the ritualized order of the temple service onto the equally ritualized order of the eschatological battle. Thus, the priestly regiment becomes equivalent to a “temple in movement,” fully clothed for warfare. In doing so, the War Scroll merges the sectarian self-identification as the spiritualized temple, the stewards of the permanent eschatological temple, and the militaristic community ordained to ensure the sanctity of all these sacred spaces.130 But, what becomes clear later in the War Scroll (1QM IX, 7–9) is that the priests themselves seem to stand at a distance during the actual battle, so as not to contract corpse impurity. Thus, while the priests are conceptualized as a “temple in movement” in this battle, ultimately they do not actually carry out the martial aspect of the battle.131 While the War Scroll does not spell out here who takes charge of the battle while the priests are at a safe distance, elsewhere we learn that the War Scroll envisions the divine warrior and the angelic hosts leading the charge in the battle.132 The merging of priestly and royal imagery in 4Q161 suggests that, at least from the perceptive of the pesher’s vision of the battle, it is the royal messiah who takes over the priestly role during the actual battle. He likely wears the same priestly garments that the priests wear while they blow the trumpets in order to reinforce the same martial and cultic imagery expressed in 1QM VII. The Prince acts as a surrogate for the priests while on the actual battlefield. Just as the priests conceptualize their war activity as a manifestation of temple ritual, so too the Prince’s martial activity is infused with cultic significance. By having the Prince wear the priestly garments on the battlefield, the priests are likewise able to affirm their authority even from afar.133 Once the battle is over,



130



Jassen, “Dead Sea Scrolls and Violence,” 35–8. Thus, Angel, Otherworldly, 198, characterizes the priestly role in the war as “thoroughly ceremonial.” 132 See, e.g., 1QM I, 8–10; XI, 1–3, 9–10. See further Philip R. Davies, “The Biblical and Qumranic Concept of War,” in The Bible and the Dead Sea Scrolls, Volume One, Scripture and the Scrolls (ed. James H. Charlesworth; Waco: Baylor University Press, 2006), 228. 133 Thus, the limitations on the messiah’s authority are exegetically linked to Isa 11:3 and Ruzer, “Davidic Messiah,” 233–4, notes that the Targum to Isa 11:5 similarly curbs the authority of the messiah by translating “girded with righteousness (”)צדק 131
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then the priests re-assert their authority, by directing the post-battle activities of the Prince—an idea similarly expressed in 4Q285 (see above). It is likely that the fragmentary reference to “garments” in the hands of the priest in A l. 24=H l. 29 should be restored as “garments of warfare” ()בגדי] מלחמה, perhaps even a reference to the fact that the garments are now returned to their priestly domain. In contrast to the ideal priestly war manual reflected in the War Scroll, 4Q161 and 4Q285 identify the royal messiah as the primary militant protagonist in the eschatological war. At the same time, the priests retain an important role in both texts. Since the initial introduction of 4Q285 by Józef T. Milik, scholars have noted the literary and thematic correspondences between the War Scroll and 4Q285.134 Indeed, Milik suggested that it represents the missing end of the War Scroll.135 This intriguing suggestion is problematic on account of the central role in 4Q285 of the Prince of the Congregation, who is essentially absent in the War Scroll.136 In light of the otherwise close connections between the two texts, Kenneth Pomykala proposes that 4Q285 is a different recension of the War Scroll that highlights the role of the Prince.137 This suggestion is highly speculative and ultimately unlikely on account of several important differences between the two texts.138 In contrast, Jonathan Norton suggests that 4Q285 is a “messianic reworking” of the War Scroll.139 As in 4Q161, the Prince is an important figure in 4Q285, but also is directed at various stages in the war by the priests. Thus, 4Q161 and 4Q285 appropriate central themes and language from the War Scroll, but introduce the Prince as the primary militant protagonist in the eschatological war. My discussion of the garments in 4Q161 and 1QM reinforces this assessment of the relationship between these texts. 4Q161 (and likely also 4Q285) seems to be responding to the tactical problem created by the lack of



as “surrounded by just ones ()צדיקיא.” Ruzer suggests that the messiah’s entourage is intended to deny the messiah absolute power. 134 See especially the linguistic correspondences noted in Abegg, “Messianic Hope,” 82–3; Norton, “Observations,” 17–23. 135 Józef T. Milk, “Milkî-ṣedeq et Milkî-reša‘ dans les ancient écrits juifs et chrétiens,” JJS 23 (1972): 143. 136 The Prince of the Congregation appears in 1QM XV, 2. He also seems to be referred to in 4Q496 10 3–4. See further Alexander and Vermes, “4Q285,” 231; Duhaime, War Texts, 33. 137 Pomykala, Davidic Dynasty, 210. 138 Alexander, “Reconstruction,” 348; idem, “Evil Empire,” 29–30; Duhaime, War Texts, 33. 139 Norton, “Observations,” 17.
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human commander during the battle envisioned in the War Scroll. The description of the garments in 4Q161 suggests that 4Q161 does not merely incorporate the Prince into the eschatological battle scenario. Rather, he is introduced as the military commander, while simultaneously infused with the priestly/cultic significance that is so characteristic of the War Scroll. Conclusion 4Q161 has been read and reread many times since its initial publication over 50 years ago. But, like many of the texts published in the early days of Dead Sea Scrolls scholarship, it deserves a new rereading. This new rereading is warranted based on the significant advances in our general knowledge of the Dead Sea Scrolls corpus as well as early Jewish biblical interpretation and the history of messianic speculation in the scrolls and Second Temple Judaism. Notwithstanding the often fragmentary character of 4Q161, there is much that we can learn from this text. In this study, I have treated various aspects of the text that focus on the four specific issues in need of more extensive analysis, as I outlined in the introduction. At the same time, I have sought to provide a general sense of the text as a whole and its relationship to other exegetical and eschatological literature in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Second Temple Judaism.




















4Q161






In current practice, the use of a superscript lowercase letter indicates that the editor .... 6 The remnant theme in 4Q161 and its relationship to the larger Dead Sea Scrolls ..... word ×Ÿ×•×™×œ×› in the lemma (Isa 10:22) and corresponds with the scriptural. 
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